
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CNLA'S 'PLANTS LOVE YOU' INITIATIVE: CULTIVATING A GREENER, HEALTHIER
FUTURE FOR ALL

Milton, Ontario, March 19, 2024 – In an increasingly economically and socially
stressful world, and with an increasing environmental consciousness and effort to adapt
to climate change, a new campaign is taking root to spread the message of the myriad
benefits of plants. "Plants Love You" is a movement initiated by the Canadian Nursery
Landscape Association (CNLA) aimed at increasing awareness of the positive impacts
that plants have on our health, environment, and communities.

The campaign highlights the profound relationship between humans and plants,
emphasizing their role in creating healthier and more vibrant spaces for living, working,
and thriving.



What can I do to help nurture a cleaner and greener planet?
Plants are your answer!

Plants have long been known for their aesthetic appeal, but their benefits extend
beyond mere decoration. Research indicates that incorporating plants into indoor and
outdoor spaces can significantly reduce stress and anxiety. Plants are crucial in
mitigating climate change by offsetting heat islands in urban areas and improving air
quality.

“At its core, the campaign wants us to think about all the amazing things plants do for
us,” said Anita Heuver, CNLA’s Vice President and Communications Committee Chair.
“From purifying the air we breathe to enhancing mental well-being and fostering
biodiversity, plants possess a remarkable capacity to improve the quality of life for
humans in our urban spaces.”

The campaign highlights the economic, environmental, and social benefits of plants.
From influencing property values to shaping consumer behaviour and community
development, plants play a pivotal role in our lives. By adopting the "Plants Love You"
slogan, the ornamental horticulture industry aims to showcase the numerous ways in
which plants contribute to our collective well-being.

“By fostering a deeper appreciation for the intrinsic value of plants, the campaign
encourages individual actions, such as planting trees and cultivating green spaces,”
Heuver continued. “It is telling us to appreciate plants more and to take better care of
them because they're amazing. The ‘Plants Love You’ campaign will be an invaluable
resource for our CNLA members, equipping them with the tools to champion the
transformative power of plants to their clients and communities alike.”

Gloria Beck, owner of Parkland Garden Centre in Red Deer, Alberta, is excited to
incorporate the Plants Love You logo and messaging in her promotional materials for
the upcoming gardening season.

“Whether it’s social media, newsletters, broadcasts, or our annual Garden Guide
publication, ‘Plants Love You’ is going to be the springboard to all of our marketing,”
Beck said.



“‘Plants Love You’ aligns so much with the various aspects of what we're already writing
about and promoting, such as air purification, food growing, and the benefits plants
have in improving mental health,” she added.

“People are realizing how much better they feel while working in a garden or taking a
walk in nature.”

As part of the campaign, the CNLA encourages individuals, businesses, and
communities to embrace plants as integral components of a sustainable and flourishing
future. By fostering a deeper appreciation for their value, "Plants Love You" seeks to
inspire action toward creating greener, healthier, and more vibrant environments for all.

Join the conversation and spread the love for plants using the hashtag #PlantsLoveYou.

CNLA members are encouraged to incorporate Plants Love You in promotional
activities. Files can be downloaded and used as is or modified to fit local campaigns.
For more information about the campaign and how to get involved, please visit
PlantsLoveYou.ca

Watch our launch video!Plants Love You

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9Y_0sbkubk
http://www.plantsloveyou.ca


About the Canadian Nursery Landscape Association (CNLA):

The CNLA is the national federation of nine provincial landscape horticulture trades
associations. CNLA represents Canada's largest horticulture sector, which produces,
distributes, and retails ornamental plants, trees, and other landscape and nursery
products. CNLA advocates for sustainable and environmentally responsible practices
within the industry and actively promotes the benefits of greenery and nature-based
solutions in urban environments. For more information, visit www.cnla.ca

About Plants Love You:

The Canadian Nursery Landscape Association (CNLA) is on a mission with "Plants
Love You" to embed plants as key pillars of a thriving, sustainable future. We aim to
foster a deeper appreciation and proactive engagement in greening our spaces by
highlighting their invaluable contributions, including improving our physical and mental
health, mitigating climate change and positively impacting the economy.
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